Specific functional asymmetries of the human visual cortex revealed by functional near-infrared spectroscopy.
Based on multiple invasive reports and neuroimaging studies, it is well established that the cytoarchitecture of the visual cortex is related to its functional organization, namely, its retinotopy. The present study aimed to further investigate retinotopic mapping as well as specific vertical and horizontal functional asymmetries within the human visual cortex using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). Black and white wedge checkerboard stimuli were randomly presented to the four visual field (VF) quadrants of eight healthy adults in order to quantify and compare the localization and the amplitude of hemodynamic cortical responses to each VF quadrant. Results showed the expected activation in the contralateral hemisphere, with respect to the side of the stimulated quadrant. We also measured significantly stronger activations in the upper visual cortex when low hemifield stimuli were presented compared to activations in the lower visual cortex when upper hemifield stimuli were shown, especially when the stimulation was presented in the right visual field. These findings confirm the vertical asymmetry of the visual cortex previously reported by neuroimaging and behavioral studies. More importantly, the present work confirms the reliability of the fNIRS technique for functional mapping of the human brain.